BEING A LEADER TO YOUR DOG:
Dogs need leaders. They operate on a "pack" system: There are leaders and there are followers. If this system does not exist in a household, often the dog will slip into the leader spot. The leadership isn't nasty or violent, but it is always Firm and Fair. With some dogs, your leadership position is easy to have and maintain. Other dogs must be reminded daily, if not more often. This Program is essential for fearful, bossy, anxious or aggressive dogs.
·	Make a list of rules and boundaries and post them as a reminder. Be consistent with them, most behaviors are "all or none".
·	Use your body language and "energy" to show strong leadership. Stand tall, make direct eye contact. A true leader is very calm and straight to the point -no negotiating. No yelling, acting frantic or panicked. No backing down from any situation - you must win.  Less sound (talk) and more intent (body language).
·	Everything belongs to you: the toys, the bowls, the bed, etc - they are only on loan to the dog! You are the boss and your dog must work for them.
·	While correcting or changing an unwanted behavior, give every command as though you mean it - strong authoritative and straight to the point.
·	Feed scheduled mealtimes (No free-feeding) it must be on your terms. Dog goes after humans through doorways.
·	Never play tug-of-war. (aggressive or bossy dogs). If you do -WIN!
·	If you establish eye contact, dog must look away first, (do not do this with strange dogs)
·	Dog is never allowed to bite, mouth or put teeth on people or skin - ever!
·	Petting should be given when owner decides (no petting when dog nudges or paws you).
·	Games with toys, especially fetch, are started and ended by - if your dog doesn't bring back the toy - you take the toy and end the game.
·	Never put yourself in an equal or lesser height position than your dog - no sleeping with owner - give your dog their own place on the floor to sleep.
·	Never should be allowed on furniture, especially if uninvited.
·	Never allowed to drape themselves on your lap - "their throne".
·	Enforce Time-Outs for punishment (in a small area or short tie-down).
·	Dog should be taught not to pull when on a leash (leader goes first).
·	Dog should be taught a "Give" command for things in his mouth. They should be able to release an object on command.
·	If aggressive, avoid all situations that elicit aggression, until leadership is established.  Any signs of aggression (barking, charging, stiffness, eye contact, growling, nipping etc) -should be recognized and caught early on and redirected or corrected before your dog becomes over-aroused or already aggressing.
By following these Rules your dog should start to realize his boundaries. They are here to give structure. He will learn what is expected of him, minimizing stress, anxiety, and dominance. These rules are not set in stone, depending on how dominant your dog is, they can be adjusted to their needs. If you own a fearful, aggressive or stress/anxiety ridden dog - these rules may need to be permanent.

